Chemical tools that can report radioactive isotopes would be of interest to the defense community.
gamma irradiation 3 , they suffer from low spatial (cm) and temporal resolution (minutes), but with sensitivity via single photon emission computed tomography of 10 −10 -10 −11 M 4 .
One alternative is photoacoustic imaging, which is an acoustic detection modality that converts incident light pulses into pressure differences via thermal expansion [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Photoacoustics combines the depth of penetration and temporal/spatial resolution of traditional backscatter-mode (B-mode) ultrasound with the high contrast and spectral behavior of optical imaging. Photoacoustics has been used to characterize materials 10, 11 and has been applied for a variety of cancer [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and cell imaging 17, 18 applications. Here we suggest that photoacoustics used in tandem with an appropriate molecular imaging contrast agent could determine actinide concentrations in vivo following radiation exposure.
Before the widespread adoption of inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) for the analysis of heavy metals, photoacoustic spectroscopy was one of many analytical techniques under investigation as a quantitative tool for the analysis of environmental samples 19, 20 . In one report from 1983, U VI as UO 2 SO 4 ·3½ H 2 O concentrations above 1 µM were measured in an aqueous solution with a customized cuvette 19 . While these in vitro studies illustrated the principle of uranium measurements with photoacoustics, they were only possible because the samples were dissolved in concentrated nitric acid. Furthermore, the absorption peak for U VI (420 nm) is markedly blue-shifted relative to the "optical window" considered optimal for biological imaging (700-1000 nm) 4, 5 . Thus, the literature has long been silent on the topic of using photoacoustics for measuring this radioisotope. To the best of our knowledge, there have no in vivo detection studies.
We report here an important first step towards achieving the long-term goal of using photoacoustics to detect uranium and other radioisotopes in vivo. Specifically, we describe a new class of nanoparticles based on embedded porphyrinoid molecules and show that these species produce an easy-to-detect photoacoustic signal when the porphyrinoid contains a pre-complexed uranyl cation but not in its absence. The porphyrinoid analogue used for this study, cyclo [1] furan [1] pyridine [4] pyrrole ("F1P1P4"), has electronic features that are highly dependent on its coordination environment, displaying nonaromatic and aromatic features in its freebase and uranyl cation complexed forms, respectively 21 . We thus hypothesized that these aromaticity changes could be harnessed to quantitate uranyl via photoacoustic imaging. Porphyrin-like structures 22, 23 have a long history of use in medicine including as sensitizers for radiation therapy 24, 25 , photodynamic therapy 26, 27 , and as imaging agents 24, 28, 29 . Thus, their reconfiguration for defense imaging applications may face a lower barrier to use in humans than might otherwise be expected.
The metalated and freebase forms of F1P1P4 were independently stabilized in a polymer nanoparticle. After nanoparticle characterization, we studied the spectral behavior and detection limits of the resulting materials. This approach is unique in that the photoacoustic signal is entirely dependent on the uranyl cation-no detectable signal was obtained for the metal-free system. This nanoparticle increases the absorptivity of the uranyl ions, and to the best of our knowledge, represent the first example of in vivo imaging of a radioisotope surrogate using photoacoustics. Long term, we envision a collection of porphyrinoid nanoparticles each with a unique selectively for an isotope of interest as a means of detecting the presence of a specific radio-hazard.
Methods

Nanoparticle Synthesis
The hybrid macrocycle, cyclo [1] furan [1] pyridine [4] pyrrole (ligand), as well as its uranylcontaining analogue (complex), were synthesized as described previously 21 . The free F1P1P4 macrocycle and its uranyl complex were dissolved to produce 2 mg/mL solutions in acetone and dichloromethane (DCM), respectively. Then, 200 µL of this organic phase was added to 1 mL of a 25 mg/mL solution of acid-terminated poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) in DCM. The combined organic mixture was added dropwise to 25 mL of a 0.3% solution of polyvinyl alcohol in water with sonication (Sonifier 150, Branson Corp). The resulting mixture was sonicated for an additional 2 minutes followed by rotary evaporation to yield PLGA nanoparticles (NPs). 235 U-depleted uranium was used throughout. Gold nanorods for comparison were made using the seeded growth method described previously 30, 31 .
Characterization
Size and surface charge were measured using dynamic light scattering (DLS) and a ZetaSizer-90 (Malvern) instrument, respectively. Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) was used to quantitate uranium with NIST-calibrated standards (Inorganic Ventures). To prepare the NPs for analysis, they were dissolved in glacial nitric acid with sonication and then diluted to 5% nitric acid in doubly deionized (DDI) water. All transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was performed with a Tecnai G2 X-Twin (FEI Co.) instrument operating at 200 kV.
Photoacoustic Imaging
Photoacoustic imaging was performed with a LAZR commercial instrument (Visualsonics) equipped with a 21 MHz-centered transducer as described previously 17, 32 . The system uses a flashlamp pumped Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with an optical parametric oscillator and a second harmonic generator operating at 20 Hz between 680 and 970 nm with a 1 nm step size and 4-6 ns pulses. The peak energy is 45 ± 5 mJ at 20 Hz at the source. The spot size is 1 mm × 24 mm and the full field of view is 14-23 mm wide. The acquisition rate is 5 frames per second. Photoacoustic data was quantitated with ImageJ 33 using the integrated density function in defined regions of interested. These bit depth values were considered to be arbitrary units (a.u.). Data were considered significant when the two-tailed t test produced a p value greater than 0.05.
Animal Studies
Female nu/nu mice (6-16 weeks old) were used in this study in triplicate at each datum point. All animal work was conducted in accordance with the Administrative Panel on Laboratory Animal Care at Stanford University. Prior to imaging, mice were anesthetized with 2% isofluorane in house oxygen at 2 L/min as confirmed by tail pinch. A 100 µL bolus of the nanoparticles was injected subcutaneously and imaged 15 minutes after injection. For validation studies, animals were sacrificed with CO 2 , and the implanted nanoparticle bolus analyzed by dissection.
Results and Discussion
A primary goal was to confirm that uranyl-containing porphyrinoid complexes will indeed produce photoacoustic signal. Towards this end, we dissolved both the ligand (Fig. 1A) and complex ( Fig. 1B) in organic solvents at 1 mg/mL each and sealed them inside an agar phantom. The photoacoustic spectra were collected for each ( Figure 1C ). The complex produced a peak signal at 848 nm, which matches nicely the 847 absorption peak seen in prior work and which is ascribed to the conjugated (4n + 2) π-electron aromatic character of the molecule 21 . The ligand produced no photoacoustic signal. In fact, the uranyl complex had a signal that was 50-to 250-fold higher than the ligand alone, being 234 ± 17-fold higher over the 826 -860 nm spectral region near the dominant absorption peak of the complex.
One limitation to using these porphyrinoids in vivo is their poor solubility in aqueous media. To overcome this limitation, we incorporated both the ligand and the complex into PLGA nanoparticles 34, 35 and characterized them with TEM ( Fig. 1D ) and DLS ( Fig. 2A ). The average size by TEM was 334.7 ± 36.0 nm. By DLS, the ligand-NP was 218.4 ± 5.3 nm and the complex-NP was 218.1 ± 8.6 nm; the polydispersity indices (PDI) were all below 0.125. The surface charge was −30.1 ± 0.9 mV for the ligand-NPs and −23.9 ± 0.6 mV for the complex NPs. Batch-to-batch reproducibility in size for 4 batches was less than 2% ( Fig.  2B ). We further characterized the complex-containing PLGA NPs (complex-NPs) by drying a known volume to constant weight. The dry weight concentration was 5.5 mg/mL. We used the density of hydrated PLGA and the volume of a 250 nm NP (8.2 × 10 6 nm 3 or 8.2 × 10 −15 cm 3 ) to calculate a molar concentration of 0.76 nM nanoparticles. The contribution of the complexes to the density is <0.5% and was thus not considered in the calculations.
We also measured the effect of time on nanoparticle stability. The DLS histograms for ligand-and complex-NPs after one month of storage on the benchtop were compared to the histograms collected immediately after synthesis (Fig. 2C) . The ligand-NPs had a dramatic change in PDI-0.12 after synthesis and 0.66 one month after synthesis. The peak of the ligand-NPs also shifted to ~2300 nm. In contrast, the complex-NPs showed little change in either PDI or peak location (Fig. 2C ). This may be because of the charge stabilizing effects the uranyl complex has on the PLGA nanoparticle.
We next dissolved known amounts of the complex-containing nanoparticles (complex-NPs) in glacial nitric acid with bath sonication and used ICP-MS to measure the uranium concentration. The value obtained, 5.7 ± 0.7 ppm, corresponds to 29,000 uranyl groups per NP. Finally, we recorded the photoacoustic spectrum of the complex-NPs at 0.25 nM. The photoacoustic signal for the complex-NPs (peak maximum at 910 nm) was red-shifted relative to what is seen in organic media (peak maximum at 848 nm; Fig. 1C ). This shift is ascribed to π-π donor-acceptor interactions within the hydrophilic nanoparticle that are not present in organic media. We next measured the photoacoustic signal of decreasing concentrations of complex-NPs in a phantom (Fig. 3A) . NPs at concentrations ranging from 5.5 to 0.055 mg/mL (5700 -57 ppb or 0.76 -0.0076 nM NPs or 5.2 µM -0.052 µM uranium chelate) were placed inside plastic tubes using normal saline as the diluent. These tubes were then sealed beneath agar and imaged at 910 nm. Linear behavior (R 2 >0.96) was noted through 1.1 mg/mL (1140 ppm; Fig 3B) . The lowest concentration we measured had photoacoustic signal 15.3-fold higher than the blank (p<0.001; Fig 3C) . Using 3 standard deviations above the background, we calculated a theoretical limit of detection of 6.2 ppb uranium. When this 6.2 ppb sensitivity was converted to molarity via the 1092.35 g/mol molecular weight of chelated uranium, the detection limit is 5.7 nM uranium. While this is higher than the parts-pertrillion detection limits that can be attained using ICP-MS 36 , it is lower (i.e., superior) to complexometric methods 37 or atomic absorption spectroscopy. Most important is that this imaging approach can be performed in vivo as detailed below.
We tested the in vivo sensitivity of our system by implanting 100 µL boluses of complex-NPs into healthy mice (n = 3) with a 50% matrigel carrier (Fig. 4A ). We imaged with 910 nm excitation and a 21 MHz center frequency transducer. The photoacoustic signal-tobackground was 7.4 for the highest concentration (0.35 nM NPs, 2.85 ppm uranium). The lowest concentration detectable versus sham injection was 570 ppb uranium (0.076 nM nanoparticles; Fig. 5A ) and had photoacoustic signal 1.8-fold higher than the sham injection (p<0.05). The relationship between uranium concentration and dose was linear at R 2 >0.94. When this 570 ppb value was converted to molarity via the 1092.35 g/mol molecular weight of chelated uranium, the sensitivity is 0.52 µM. To better frame this concentration, we converted the 5.7×10 −8 g mass value to activity (assuming pure U 238 ) using the 3.36×10 −7 Ci/g U 238 specific activity 38 . The value of 19 fCi is well below the detection limits of gamma cameras and is even lower than background radiation.
The in vivo imaging data were validated with ICP-MS, which showed that the bolus of uranium complex NPs had 800-fold more uranium than the corresponding bolus containing the metal-free form of the macrocycle. The injection procedure could cause trauma (hematoma) that might artificially increase the photoacoustic signal. To determine whether that was the case, we implanted a 100 µL bolus of 0.38 nM ligand-NPs into mice (Fig. 4B) . No increase in photoacoustic signal was seen in these mice.
Finally, we compared the stability of the photoacoustic signal from complex-NPs to that from gold nanorods (GNRs) on an isomolar basis. The molar concentration of the GNRs were estimated using published molar extinction coefficients 39 . The molar concentration of the PLGA used the size and density. The complex-NPs gave rise to a 2.6-fold stronger signal than gold nanorods at isomolar values and with the wavelengths optimized for each nanoparticle type. That is, we imaged complex-NPs at 910 nm and the GNRs at 733 nmtheir respective peak absorptions. Upon continuous imaging at these respective peak wavelengths, there was no significant change in photoacoustic signal intensity even after 15 minutes of continuous illumination in the case of the complex-NPs. In contrast, the signal from the GNRs decreased by 40% over this same period because of deformation under irradiation (Fig. 5B) 40 .
Other advantages of this approach include the 5 Hz acquisition rate and the 2 to 5 cm penetration depth of photoacoustic imaging. We show more than 2 log orders of improvement in detection limits versus photoacoustic spectroscopy 19, 20 . This increase is ascribed to the increased molar absorptivity provided by the use of conjugated macrocycles. Typically, uranyl cations display molar absorptivity values between 10-30 (M cm) −1 , depending on the wavelength, solvent, counter-ions, etc. 19, 41 . In contrast, the uranylcomplexed form of the porphyrinoid macrocycle described here has a molar absorptivity of 18,100 (M cm) −1 at 847 nm 21 . This approach also offers an excitation peak in the heart of the optical window (910 nm). While spectroscopy has suggested a peak at 650 nm for U IV as UO 2 (NO 3 ) 2 ·6H 2 O 17 , this oxidation state has limited stability 42 .
The stability and selectivity of the complex was assessed previously 21 . Here, the uranyl complex was incubated with a 10-fold molar excess of 8 different metal ion salts followed by a reflux for 24 hours. Of the 8 samples, appreciable changes to the spectra were only noted for SnCl 2 , CuCl 2 , and Th(NO 3 ) 4 . This may be due to decomposition of the uranium complex or metal ion replacement. One approach to modifying the selectivity is by tuning the ~ 10 Å pore size of the PLGA nanoparticle 43 . Larger pores have been created on PLGA nanoparticles with H 2 O 2 44 or ammonium bicarbonate 45 and may allow increased penetration of uranyl. Smaller pores could be created by tuning the molecular weight of the polymer. Thus, a pore size optimal for uranyl could be created that physically excludes the larger competing species.
One limitation of the present proof-of-concept study is that it relies on the use of a preformed uranyl complex. The uranyl chelation does not occur in real time in vivo under the conditions of analysis. Current synthetic effort is thus focused on creating porphyrinoids that are both water-soluble and which can complex radioisotopes in vivo.
Future studies with the present system may explore the use of other IR peaks in the second optical window 46 . The uranyl complex used here also displays a strong peak at 1177 nm in organic media that could be used for second NIR window imaging. While the nanoparticle formulation would also likely red-shift this peak, this spectroscopic feature could also be exploited for photoacoustic imaging with the appropriate laser excitation sources. This is expected to allow a greater depth of penetration for the excitation radiation. In addition, using two wavelengths and a dual wavelength imaging setup might also increase sensitivity via ratiometric imaging to compensate for background signal.
Conclusion
Despite an abundance of reports on porphyrin-based photoacoustic imaging 28, 29, 47, 48 , to the best of our knowledge, this is the first example wherein porphyrinoids are combined with photoacoustic imaging to quantify a specific test actinide cation. The present study also illustrates the utility of the macrocycle-based NPs for photoacoustic molecular imaging in conjunction with B-mode to obtain anatomic information. We plan to explore other macrocyclic systems, including those with specificity for biologically important cations, such as calcium, magnesium, mercury, and lead, in an effort to monitor disease-and toxicity-related concentrations. Formulating chelating macrocycles with cyclodextrins may also provide for real-time scavenging of various ions in vivo in addition to photoacoustic imaging 49 .
Statement of Novelty
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of a nanoparticle that detects an actinide cation via photoacoustic imaging.
Figure 1. Contrast Agent Design and Characterization
A) The porphyrinoid macrocycle cyclo [1] furan [1] pyridine [4] pyrrole ("ligand") lacks full peripheral conjugation in the absence of a uranyl cation. B) On the other hand, the uranyl complex displays aromatic character as reflected in the 4n + 2 π-electron periphery (shown with the darker lines). C) The metal-free ligand (red line) produces no detectable photoacoustic signal. In contrast, the uranyl complex gives rise to a photoacoustic signal with a peak near 850 nm (blue line). This peak shifts to 910 when the complex is placed inside PLGA nanoparticles (black line). Inset: photograph of the ligand dissolved in acetone (yellow) and the uranyl complex dissolved in dichloromethane (green). D) Both the ligand and the complex are very hydrophobic and were placed inside PLGA nanoparticles to increase hydrophilicity. Panel D shows TEM images of these nanoparticles. 
